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Legislation before Parliament

Amalgamation set for July 1989
The Bill for an Act to establish a
new university in the ACT, introduced into Parliament last week by
the Minister for Employment, Education and Training, Mr Dawkins,
set a commencement date of 1 July
1989 for an enlarged Australian
National University.
The functions, powers and organisation
of the new ANU set out in the Bill follow
closely the recommendations made by the
Steering Committee chaired by Mr Hugh
Hudson and will allow the ANU to maintain
the breadth and variety of courses currently
offered in the Canberra Institute of the Arts,
the Canberra College of Advanced Education
and the present University. Transitional
provisions in the Bill protect the continuity
and rights of existing students and staff.
Introducing the Bill, the Minister announced that the Interim Council set up by
him had recommended the appointments of
Professor Laurie Nichol, the present executive
head of ANU, as Vice-Chancellor of the new
university and of Professor Roger Scott,
Principal of the CCAE, as Deputy ViceChancellor.
Professor Nichol said the amalgamation
would be one of the largest and most complex
in Australia, creating a new university with
a population of well over 10,000 students,
an annual budget of nearly $210 million and
a range of research and entrepreneurial
activities unparalleled in the national system.
T h e first challenge facing senior management will be to create an atmosphere in which
staff and students perceive themselves as
belonging to one institution. The words
"Bruce and Acton campuses" should signify
a problem of geographical separation only,
rather than an attachment to things past,'
he said.
'I particularly welcome the opportunity of
working closely with Professor Scott. We
have already begun planning work on new
structures and I look forward to continuing
this association.'

Season's greetings
to our readers
This is the final issue of ANU Reporter
for 1988. We at University Public Relations wish all our readers a happy
Christmas and good fortune in the new
year.
We thank the many people who have
contributed, in various ways, to maintaining the quality and popularity of the
newspaper.
To those who are leaving, we extend
best wishes for your retirement or new
career.
Reporter will be back on Friday 24
February; the deadline for advertisements
and editorial copy will be 5pm on
Wednesday 15 February.

Professor Nichol said it would be important
for the new ANU to develop the ethos of
a multi-strand university of diverse educational approach, pre-eminent in teaching,
research and community outreach. 'Only in
this way will we fulfil our local responsibilities,
enhance our national and international
reputation and provide students with a wide
range of course options,' he said.
T h e pathway into amalgamation will be
rugged. It would be pure ostrichism to

Professor Nichol

pretend that the amalgamation will not be
accompanied by some stirring interludes.
T h e marvel of the present ANU is, despite
the disparate employment conditions of The
Faculties and the Institute of Advanced
Studies, there is now an easy and affectionate
intercommunication and working relationship throughout.
This must be an objective of the new
university. When it is achieved, I believe that
there will be in place a coherent university
with the finest reputation in all of its
missions.'
Professor Nichol expressed his gratitude
for the support he had received from the staff
of the University in a time of unprecedented
uncertainty.
T have tried to keep everybody informed
as each development emerged, but I do
appreciate that many sections of the University have specific problems and questions
which have not yet been addressed,' he said.
T h e new senior management team is now
poised to consult widely in the coming year
within the new university community.'
The Chairman of the Opposition's Education Committee, Senator Baden Teague,
said in a press statement that the committee

Professor Scott
was by no means convinced of the economic
and educational soundness of the proposed
merger, and therefore the passage of the
legislation was most uncertain.
However, the legislation would be carefully
considered and the Coalition would consult
widely with those affected and all who wanted
to put forward views.

Strong warning from scientists
The recently formed Australian
Science Action group has called on
the Government to establish a
national fellowship scheme to provide
a career structure for research
scientists which would be complementary to the university system
and other research institutions.
The group has delivered a strong warning
that Australia could face a serious shortage
of trained research scientists in the next 10
years, with grave economic consequences,
unless the Government moves now to provide
employment opportunities for graduates.
Representatives of the group, which
organised the Rally for Science at the official
opening of the National Science and Technology Centre on 23 November, put the
proposal to the Minister for Science, Mr
Jones, at a meeting last week. They also met
the Opposition spokesman on science, Mr
Peter McGauran, and were seeking a meeting
with the Minister for Employment, Education
and Training, Mr Dawkins, to outline the
problems facing young scientists.
Present at the meetings were two scientists
from the Australian National University's
Research School of Biological Sciences, Dr
Matthew Morell, a post-doctoral fellow, and
Dr Bruce Wellington, a research fellow. Both
are founding members of Australian Science
Action.
Under the proposed national career
fellowship scheme, research scientists would
be given the opportunity to continuous
employment based on their performance. The

ANU members of the action group include, from left, Drs Dean Price, postdoctoral fellow,
Matthew Morell, postdoctoral fellow, K. C. Woo, senior research fellow, Bruce Wellington,
research fellow, and Kerry Hubick, research fellow, all of RSBS.
scheme would be parallel to the one operated
by the National Health and Medical Research
Council for medical researchers, and would
include a portable superannuation scheme.
Outlining the proposal to ANU Reporter,
Drs Morell and Wellington said the criteria
for obtaining and keeping a position in the
scheme would be the relevance to the national
research effort of the research being undertaken and the merits of what was achieved.
This would be decided by peer review.
'At the moment, there is not a view that
researchers represent a resource. It is a
resource which has a window of high
creativity and that period is exactly where

morale is lowest at the moment — where
people don't see any point in going on —
and it seems that the nation is not doing
anything about it,' Dr Wellington said.
'Research tends to be seen as a luxury we
can't afford by the hard economic rationalists
who are managing government, but history
has shown that we have to afford it.
'Lord Dainton made the point that this
present Government does not realise that
research is not a commodity that you can
buy over the counter like a pound of tea;
it is something that has to be nurtured. Britain
did not realise this 10 years ago, and it does
Continued on Page 3

British expert finds 'fundamental
weaknesses' in education policy
The Chancellor of Sheffield University, Lord Dainton, told a public
lecture at ANU recently that the
Government's policy statement on
higher education contained fundamental weaknesses and lacked careful
analysis and application of internationally accepted wisdom.
Lord Dainton was in Australia to lecture
on The Necessary but Uneasy Alliance
between Government and Higher Education
in Research.
He said that some new mechanisms for
the restructuring of the administration of
Australian higher education and scientific
research created as many problems as they
offered solutions.
He stressed that his views must be
understood 'in the light of his long experience,
and his affection for and long connection with
Australia, and especially its chemists'.
Lord Dainton has been a key figure in
British education and science and technology
planning for the past 20 years. He is also
a distinguished physical chemist, as well as
former Vice-Chancellor of Nottingham
University.
He has served as a member and chairman

Monash post
for JCSMR
director

of several British government bodies with
similar tasks to those of the Australian
Research Council and the Higher Education
Council.
Lord Dainton said his first reaction after
reading the policy statement was 'wholly
adverse'. Its 'well-rounded phrases, in praise
of virtue and against sin', reminded him of
Yes, Minister, and its fashionable business
school jargon reminded him of that 'opium
of the administrative class of the Civil
Service', management theory.
He said that neither approach was appropriate to the future interests of tertiary
institutions.
The main thrusts of the lecture were on
the issues of higher education policymaking
— institutional autonomy and accountability,
funding, and directions for research.

Infection
'. . . There is a new intellectual infection
transmitted among politicians of whatever
colour which causes them to put higher
education and research under close scrutiny
and to devise new structures . . . ,' he said.
The policy statement was wrong to assert
that 'as autonomy increases, however, the
need for accountability grows'. The benefits
of higher education were not like the
provision of roads or occupational health and
safety. They were not easily measured in
monetary terms.
Speaking of funding. Lord Dainton had
some qualified praise for Mr Dawkins's
approach. 'Quite correctly, Mr Dawkins sees
the universities as the right and proper
locations for basic research and that its cost
is a proper charge on the public purse,
whereas industry should be the locus of, and
pay for, R & D necessary for its own
purposes, unless it buys this from providers,
which could include universities,' he said.
But he warned, 'All the relevant studies

of which I am aware show that economic
benefit in science-based industry is greater
when the industry rather than the government
provides the investment. If you pay for it
you are more likely to make sure it is useful
and then use it. . .'.
Lord Dainton said that a grant procedure
linked to performance indicators was a
nonsense, because clear measurements of an
institution's efficiency in research and
teaching were elusive and open to distortion.
Moreover, such a system often lacked the
flexibility needed for future planning.
He said he was dismayed by the fact that
the whole paper 'is inspissated with the notion
that research has no connection with teaching
and that it is a commodity to be bought and
sold like a pound of tea'.
He also argued against the Government's
'easy distinction' between basic and applied
research. Both kinds were on a continuum,
and often the most profitable research, at
least in its initial stages, had no likely
application.
For example, in the UK, the decision to

Public affairs
appointee

Professor Robert Porter, director of the John
Curtin School of Medical Research, will take
up his position as Dean of Medicine at
Monash University next March.
Professor Porter will relinquish his post
at ANU at the end of February. During the
last 20 years, he has had a major involvement
in medical research policy and its administration in Australia. He has been a member
of both the National Health and Medical
Research Council and the Medical Research
Advisory Committee; he has also served on
the Australian Grants Committee. His own
research interests are in neurophysiology and
the control of movement.
Professor Porter was previously Professor
of Physiology at Monash, a position he held
from 1967 until 1980 when he took up his
appointment at ANU.
More farewells from ANU - Pages 5, 6, 7.
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Professor Susan Serjeantson, whose appointment to the Chair of Human Genetics, the
only one in Australia, was confirmed recently
by the University Council. Professor Seijeantson was head of the Human Genetics Group
for two years and formerly a senior fellow in
Human Genetics in the John Curtin School of
Medical Research, where she has spent the
past 12 years.

Hazards
Lord Dainton told ANU Reporter, 'No one
really understands the connection between
research and profit. It depends on a long
chain of events plus "ideas on the h o o f .
History is littered with would-be rich
inventors.
'Government tax benefits for research
investment, timely financial backing, a
commitment to the long view, market pull,
and good luck may all be helpful, but there
are no guarantees of success.'
One of the hazards of higher-education
planning and research might include governments themselves, which might be 'pigignorant of research needs and priorities'.
They often knew the cost of everything and
the value of nothing.

Honours
The first J. G. Crawford Award of $2000
has been won by Drs Kym Anderson and
Rod Tyers for their paper on Japan's
agricultural policy in international perspective. The Award will be offered on an annual
basis for the best submitted research paper
which is seen to make a substantial and
original contribution to scholarships in the
field and to understanding between Australia
and Japan. Papers can-be submitted to the
Australia-Japan Research Centre, ANU.
Inquiries: John McBride, ext. 3780.

Human genetics
appointment

/

establish a molecular biology laboratory at
Cambridge had been based on little more
than a hunch. The result had been monumental breakthroughs in genetic research,
with immense spinoffs for the British
economy.
Any discussion of basic research must pay
tribute to the serendipity factor, which one
young scientist had described as like looking
for a needle in a haystack and finding the
farmer's daughter.

Mr Giles Pickford (above) has taken up the
newly created appointment of Public Affairs
Officer at University Public Relations. Mr
Pickford was Executive Officer of the Friends
of the University of Wollongong for 10 years
and was involved in a wide variety of
community activities in that area.
Before moving to Wollongong in 1979 he
worked in a number of Australian universities
(Western Australia, New England and James
Cook) and with the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee. From 1973-1978 he was
Executive Director of the Australian Cancer
Society.
Mr Pickford's responsibilities at ANU
cover the development and implementation
of promotional activities to supplement
material being produced for the media. This
includes arrangements for visitors to the
University and assistance with student
liaison. He will administer public functions,
including conferring-of-degrees ceremonies,
public lectures and open days. He will be
responsible for the generation of incomeproducing projects, such as fund-raising
arising out of the promotion of the University.

Dr Denis Evans, pictured above, has received
the inaugural Distinguished Young Chemist
Award of the Federation of Asian Chemical
Societies, whose membership includes the
chemical societies of Australia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea and Japan.
The award was made on the basis of work
in the field of physical chemistry. The
awardee had to be less than 40 years old
on 1 January 1989.
Dr Evans is a senior fellow in the Research
School of Chemistry and is also Deputy
Academic Director of the ANU Supercomputer Facility. He was awarded the Rennie
Medal of the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute in 1983.

Town V Gown
planned for
February
An old English tradition will be continued
in Canberra when the first Town Versus
Gown cricket match is held on Sunday
26 February at South Oval, ANU.
Starting at lOam and finishing at 5pm,
it will be a limited-overs match with each
side having 50 six-ball overs.
The ACT Cricket Association President's XI and the Vice-Chancellor's XI
were being selected y/htn ANU Reporter
went to press. All will be A grade players,
with each side having a visiting celebrity
player of Test standard.
Service clubs are being invited to
provide food and drinks stalls at the match
as a service to the University and to help
in their own fund-raising.
The match coincides with the end of
Orientation Week and the beginning of
the academic year and is expected to draw
a big attendance from the Canberra
community in general and from ANU staff
and students.
All enquiries to Giles Pickford, Public
Relations, ext. 4170.

No simple solution to RSI
puzzle, research shows
The University's study of repetition strain
injuries (RSI), which began in July 1985, is
finishing at the end of this year. The research
fellow who has conducted the study, Dr
Gabriel Bammer, of the Director's Unit,
Research School of Social Sciences (RSSS),
says that new injuries are continuing to occur,
although the numbers are small compared
with previous years.
After a blaze of publicity a few years ago,
RSI has dropped off the political agenda.
The Commonwealth Public Service has
stopped publishing its census of sufferers.
And even though the numbers of new and
existing cases in the Public Service have
dropped, there are still hundreds of new cases
occurring each year.
'Everybody got bored with it,' says Dr
Bammer. 'It's too hard. What people want
is the single explanation or the cure.' But
without any such simple solutions coming
forward, funding for research has dried up.
'We still have no reliable information on how
to treat these disorders effectively and how
to minimise disability,' she said.
However, there have been substantial gains

in understanding of the injuries. Dr Bammer
has analysed many research papers on neck
and upper-limb problems in office workers
around the world. She has found that the
problems have been well defined and
extensively studied, even before the last five
years.
She says it is clear that RSI is caused by
a variety of factors — poor posture, work
pressure, the worker's control over her or
his work, and support from peers at work.
Her research found no reliable evidence that
personality factors — neurosis, depression,
anxiety — are important in the injuries.
However, because health workers, journalists
and other commentators often do not have
good conceptual techniques to understand
and explain such multi-factorial problems,
hysteria has gained currency as a simple
explanation. There's no good evidence to
support that at all,' says Dr Bammer.
During the course of the project, a network
of people interested in work-related neck and
upper-limb disorders has been established in
13 developed and developing countries,
including the USA, Japan, Sweden, China,

Warning by Science Action group
Continued from Page 1
not have the people now. Their situation is
ours in a few years.'
The group considers that the Government's
failure to address problems in the training
and retention of research scientists in
productive research careers is a fundamental
flaw in its emphasis on science and technology
to underpin Australia's future economic
performance.
Dr Morell said there was no point in
lengthy discussions on questions of relevance
in scientific research, as in the white paper,
if Australia did not have the people to carry
out the research.
Australian Science Action is currently
building up a national data base on the
attitudes of research scientists by conducting
surveys in universities in every state, and
other research institutions such as the
CSIRO.
A survey was conducted earlier this year
at the ANU among 94 per cent of non-tenured
research staff, spanning the disciplines of
physics (24 per cent), chemistry (21 per cent),
biology (37 per cent), medicine (10 per cent),
earth sciences (four per cent) and mathematics
(four per cent). There was a 70 per cent
response rate.

Eighty per cent of respondents were
pessimistic about their future prospects in
science, and 61 per cent were prepared to
leave Australian science, either to continue
research careers in other countries or to find
employment with better career prospects
outside research.
The group considers the ANU results are
indicative of morale amongst research
scientists across the country and show that
many talented young scientists will leave the
Australian system.

Long term
Drs Morell and Wellington also consider
that 'throwing a lot more money' at research
will not necessarily solve the long-term
problems. They say there are two critical
problems which need to be quickly addressed;
the recruitment of good quality school leavers
into science, and the opening of career
prospects for post-graduates.
They argue that science has become a very
unattractive career option which cannot
compete with medicine, law, or commerce
because it no longer offers long-term
employment prospects. They say falling
tertiary entrance score requirements for
science courses in NSW universities which
are now as low as, or in some cases lower

than, for arts degrees, indicate the difficulties
of attracting good-calibre students into
science.
They stress that cutbacks in research and
higher education spending over the past 10
years have significantly reduced the number
of continuing positions available, leading to
a 'bottleneck' between non-tenured and
continuing appointments. While they do not
believe anyone should have 'a sinecure for
life', they consider the main option of short,
fixed-term contracts now available to PhD
science graduates to be totally unsatisfactory.
'Short-term contracts worked fine 10 years
ago. People came out at the end of a PhD,
had two, three or four short-term contracts
and then they had a very good chance of
getting a continuing position. Now those
positions have dried up,' Dr Wellington said.
At the most, post-doctoral researchers can
expect to 'remain viable' for ten to 15 years
in short, fixed-term positions, then they are
regarded as having 'missed the boat' by senior
people who favour younger scientists.
'So for a large proportion, when they reach
the age of 40 or 45 they will be on the
scrapheap. It will be a little late to retain. They
will have major financial commitments and
no prospect of continuing in science.

Survey indicates extent of brain drain
A study of top mathematics students at the
ANU suggests Australia has lost almost an
entire generation of its most outstanding
scientists overseas.
The survey, conducted by Dr John Hutchinson, a senior lecturer in mathematics in the
Faculty of Science, traces the careers of 62
students who graduated with first-class
honours in mathematics between 1970 and
1987.
It found that 45 of the group have
completed, or were completing, a PhD degree
and 35 are currently working in research
and/or new technology development areas.
Of the 35 working in research and development positions, eight are in 'pure' mathematics
and the remainder are in other areas such as
statistics, expert systems, computer hardware

design, physics, neurobiology, numerical
analysis, hydrology and linguistics.
Slightly more than half of the 35 have gone
overseas, 40 per cent of them to positions in
university or government-funded institutions,
and 11 per cent into private industry. Of those

remaining in Australia, none works in the
private sector (see chart).
The survey shows that the brain drain is
most serious among the most recent graduates.
Seventy-one per cent of those who graduated
in the five-year period to 1974 are still in
Australia, compared with 40 per cent in the
five years to 1977, and 31 per cent in the five
years to 1981.
When only the figures relating to those in
science/technology areas are considered, the
situation appears to be much worse. For
example, of those who graduated in the fiveyear period to 1981, only three out of 14 (21
per cent) in this group are currently in Australia.
Dr Hutchinson acknowledged that the
sample was small, but said it was typical of
other departments around Australia.

Dr Bammer
the Philippines and Singapore. All the
developed countries except Canada and
Australia have major continuing research
programs.
In the developing countries, disorders due
to industrialisation, including large amounts
of data-processing sent offshore by developed
countries, are increasing. Equipment designed
in developed countries is also not fitted to
the smaller body sizes of workers in developing countries. The work is often organised
on a Taylorist (production-line) model, with
no power to workers or consultation. The
network helps workers and managers in these
countries learn from the experience of
developed countries and identify hkely
problems before they become major issues.
At the University the incidence of RSI has
dropped markedly since 1985, due to better
furniture, equipment and work practices.
There are still new cases appearing, but
greater awareness means that these cases are
being detected sooner and treated better.

Comparison
Dr Bammer has compared office workers
from two departments of history (RSSS and
the Faculty of Arts), the Research School
of Physical Sciences and the Department of
Physics and Theoretical Physics in the
Faculty of Science at ANU with university
workers in seven other developed countries.
She found people with severe problems in
most other universities, though they were
more common at ANU. However, office
workers in the same disciplines at the
Technical University of Berlin had had more
time off with disorders than those at ANU.
Over the course of the University's RSI
project and with part-time research assistance,
Dr Bammer has produced more than 30
research papers, articles, reports and submissions. Two of her assistants were redeployed
after developing RSI at the University. With
help from the Coombs typing pool, the
project has also assembled a bibliography
with more than 3000 references to RSI,
written between 1713 and 1988. The work
was favourably mentioned in the recent
review of RSSS.
The project has been supported by the
National Centre for Epidemiology and
Population Health and the Secretary's Office.
The advisory committee has been chaired by
Dr Sue Wilson, of the Department of
Statistics, RSSS.
After December, Dr Bammer will temporarily be a visiting fellow in RSSS. Then she
plans to write a booklet on the treatment
of upper-limb disorders — what they are and
whether they work — for the ACT RSI
Support Group. This idea came through the
Wisenet Science Shop.
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Marketing
study looks at effects of
tourism on NT Aborigines forum for
In late 1986, access to Uluru was
closed for two hours. Aborigines
were taking part in an important
travelling ritual which could not be
performed before coaches of cameraclicking tourists.
Local hotel and tour operators were
outraged. The Northern Territory media gave
it front-page billing. It was the first (and so
far only) time Aborigines had used the power
granted under the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Amendment Act of
1985 giving them ownership of Uluru
National Park.
For many Australians this was proof that
ownership allowed Aborigines too much
control of a multi-million dollar tourist
resource. However, according to Dr Jon
Altman, Aboriginal control over both Uluru
and Kakadu National Parks is very limited.
Dr Altman is a research fellow in the
Department of Political and Social Change
in the Research School of Pacific Studies at
ANU and is one of few academics in Australia
to have examined the economic impact of
tourism on Aboriginal people.
Tourism is booming in the territory. At
Uluru National Park, the management of the
$200 million Yulara Resort, 25 kilometres
from 'the Rock', estimates that it had 200,000
visitors in 1987. This compares with just over
2000 tourists in 1958, the first year for which
visitor statistics are available.
Since the Act took effect in 1985, the park
has been managed on a day-to-day basis by
the Australian National Parks and Wildlife
Service. Policies are formulated by a board
of management with an Aboriginal majority.
However, although the decisions about
visitor use of the park are determined by the

ANU-Country
Comfort
packages
The ANU-Country Comfort Club and the
ANU-Country Comfort Family Club are
offering self-drive Christmas holiday
packages until the end of January 1989
to Dubbo and Coonabarabran, the
Hunter Valley (Muswellbrook and Singleton), and Tamworth. Still current until
the end of December 1988 is a package
holiday to Toowoomba, Queensland.
There will be a special offer available,
during February 1989 only, to Batemans
Bay and another for Canberra until June
1989.
Application forms for members in the
Country Comfort Club and the Country
Comfort Family Club are available from
the offices of business managers, schools
and faculties throughout the University
and from University Public Relations.
Information from Country Comfort
Motels indicates that the 25 per cent
discount for members of the Country
Comfort Club and Family Club excludes
Batemans Bay, Coffs Harbour and Port
Macquarie between 17 December 1988
and 31 January 1989. However, a 10 per
cent discount will be available at these
destinations and times to members of both
clubs.
Details of all these packages are
available from University Public Relations, ext. 2229.
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board, it is the Northern Territory Government and private-sector interests which own
and control Yulara, where almost all the
tourist facilities are located. According to Dr
Altman, this gives them, rather than the
Aborigines, economic control of regional
tourism.
'Aborigines at Uluru and Kakadu probably
only get between one and two per cent of
the revenue from tourism,' he said. That is
a very low percentage considering the big
dollars earned by white tourist operators.
Aboriginal culture is marketed heavily by
white promoters, but tourists get little
opportunity to experience it.'

Awareness
Dr Altman says there is growing awareness
among Aborigines that they must get more
involved in tourism and not let white
operators take all the profits. Some inroads
have been made. The Maruku Craft Camp
at Ayers Rock is the most successful
Aboriginal venture of its kind,' he said. 'It
is owned by the Mutitjulu community — they
collect and sell artifacts made by people from
many central Australian communities. They
also have a flourishing wholesale business
which sends artifacts to retailers around the
country. In 1986, their turnover was around
$200,000.'
At Kakadu, tourism has joined uranium
mining as a big money-spinner. Aborigines
derive substantial royalty income from the
Ranger mine, and have ploughed much of
this back into two tourist hotels, including
the newly completed crocodile-shaped Jabiru

New genus
discovered

This endearing little Madagascan lemur is
not what it appears to be. A member of the
family Lemuridae, it was known until
recently as Lemur fulvus. But Dr Colin
Groves, senior lecturer in the Department of
Prehistory and Anthropology, has found that
it is in fact a separate genus. He has christened
it Petterus fulvus, after the French biologist
and primatologist Jean-Jacques Petter, who
has devoted much of his working life to
ensuring the preservation of the lemurs of
Madagascar.
Dr Groves made the discovery of the new
genus in conjunction with a colleague from
the University of Puerto Rico Medical
School, Dr Robert Eaglen. Their results,
published in the September edition of the
Journal of Human Evolution, were based on
the study of 32 physical characteristics,
including the shape of the skull, size of upper
incisors, arm glands and chromosomes. These
were then subjected to computer analysis
which showed conclusively that the lemur was
not what it had been thought to be. Petterus
fulvus was born. Photo: R. Mittermeier.

Hotel. Dr Altman says there was debate
among Aborigines about whether this money
would be better spent alleviating poverty and
social-security dependence. However, Aboriginal leaders recognise the need to establish
a commercial infrastructure to bring longterm returns and an economic base.
Dr Altman says Aborigines are not by
tradition entrepreneurs. The international
experience is that hunters and gatherers do
not adapt well to capitalism,' he said. 'We
forget how deeply the commercial ethos and
individualism are ingrained in white culture.
Aborigines have had very little experience
with business, often because of limited
education, past institutionalisation and
poverty — they do not have ready access
to venture capital.'
He says that for many Aborigines, the
social and cultural costs of tourism far
outweigh any economic benefits. 'Tourists
can be extremely insensitive. Aborigines say
that they often feel like monkeys in a zoo,
being clicked at with cameras. Tourism also
brings alcohol outlets which can be a great
temptation to Aborigines living in "dry"
communities.'
Dr Altman says the Northern Territory
Government has done little to help Aboriginal communities cope with the shock of
tourism. 'The Territory Government should
be going out of its way to provide them with
information about tourism and opportunities
in the industry,' he said.
Dr Altman has been selected by the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Hand, to chair a
review board investigating the Aboriginal arts
and craft industry. It will look at ways of
ensuring maximum returns to artists, access
to markets and ways of preserving the cultural
integrity of Aboriginal art.
Dr Altman recently worked as a consultant
on a social-impact study at Uluru National
Park which assessed the effect of tourism on
local communities. It was funded by the
Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service
and undertaken by the Central Land Council,
the Pitjantjara Council and the Multijulu
community. The resulting report. Sharing the
Park: Anangu Initiatives in Ayers Rock Tourism
is to be published by the ANPWS in 1989.
A monograph. Aborigines, Tourism and
Development,
the Northern
Territory
Experience, by Dr Altman, is to be published
by the North Australia Research Unit soon.

Anutech

An International Pacific Rim University and
Industry Technology Transfer Conference in
Atlanta, Georgia, will provide the major 1989
international marketing forum for Anutech
and the University to interact with commerce
and industry at the international level.
The meeting, from 4 to 7 April, offers a
unique program through presentations of 30
minutes in two concurrent technology
sessions — life sciences (biotechnology/
medical/agriculture) and physical sciences
(engineering/chemistry/physics/computer).
The ANU is one of three universities in
Australia to be selected to take part in the
conference because of its research expertise.
The others are Melbourne and the University
of New South Wales. Other countries
represented will be Canada, Japan, Mexico,
the People's Republic of China, New
Zealand, Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea,
Thailand and the USA, providing a total of
23 universities.
Some 200 industry and commerce firms
will be selected to attend and their selection
will be based on proven track record of
interaction with university research organisations.
Anutech proposes to co-ordinate the ANU
presentation and to provide some $30,000 to
support a marketing team of six members,
comprising three academics and three
members of Anutech.
It is anticipated that 15 to 18 projects can
be presented in each session in the time
available. While Anutech has a list of some
suitable projects, it would be appreciated if
interested academics could contact its coordinator, Dr Bob Calvert, on (49) 2578, for
inclusion of their project(s) so as to ensure
the best ANU international presentation.

Buildings and
Grounds post
Mr Don Hardman has been appointed Head
of Buildings and Grounds. He succeeds Mr
Ken Harrison, who retired earlier this year.
The division has been relocated to the
converted No. 2 boilerhouse — now named
the Yencken Building — on Sullivans Creek
Road, adjacent to the Works and Services
Section.

Visitors from Germany

Dr Geoff Caldwell, of the Centrefor Continuing Education (left), with Drs Alfred Ifeil, Volker
Otto, Rudi Rohlmann, A. Crombie (CCE) and Friedrich Baake during a seminar held at the
CCE recently on adult education in West Germany. The delegates represented the German Folk
High School Association. Photo: Bob Cooper.

Amenities
Fund
calls for
suggestions
The Staff Amenities Fund Committee has
recently provided money for an electric
barbecue, plus tables/benches, for the use
of all staff. It is centrally sited in a pleasant
spot overlooking the stepping stones and the
pond in Sullivan's Creek behind the clay
tennis courts at the rear of the Law/Asian
Studies Building.
The committee believes there may be a
need for other such amenities which are not
being identified and brought to its attention.
Requests for funds are generally made to
meet the needs of a particular area or social
club, not to serve the whole campus.
The committee wishes to encourage
suggestions for amenities which, in addition
to the usual criteria, are for the use of a wide
range of staff and likely to be used by them,
and readily accessible to all staff on campus.
While not wishing to be prescriptive, the
committee believes that funds will probably
allow it to support one project annually,
costing up to $10,000. Projects costing more
than $5000 are considered at the AGM in
September.
Staff interested in making a proposal
should speak with, or write to, the Chair,
Mr Colin Plowman, or one of these committee members: Mr J. Bice (Chancelry, ext.
2531), Dr M. Boot (Economic History, The
Faculties, ext. 3484), Ms M. Bremner
(Chemistry, ext. 4566), Ms S. Krai (CCE,
ext. 4580), Mrs A. Lamberts (OHS Unit, ext.
4593 — Secretary), Mr D. May (Mt Stromlo,
ext. 0204), Mr B. Salter (Chancelry, ext. 2554
— Treasurer).
The next meeting of the committee will
be at the end of February.

Briefly
Chinese visitors

New home

A delegation from Zhejiang University, in
the People's Republic of China, visited ANU
last month during a national tour of centres
of learning. The four visitors were Professors
Lu Yongxiang, Huang Zhenhua, Tan Juchun
and Ge Jiguang.
While at ANU, the guests met the ViceChancellor, Professor Laurie Nichol, and
visited the Research School of Physical
Sciences. Later they attended a lunch hosted
by the Director of RSPhysS, Professor John
Carver.

Sidney Nolan's nine-panel work. River Bend,
has been moved from the Chifley Building
to the foyer of the Menzies Building, Fellows
Road. The move resulted from a need for
extra space in the Chifley Building.

Supercomputers
The first Australian supercomputer conference, to begin soon at ANU, has drawn such
a large response that conference organisers
have had to include an extra day to
accommodate all the talks proposed. The
conference will now run from Tuesday 13
to Thursday 15 December.
The organising committee convener, Dr
Don Faulkner, says he is delighted with the
enormous interest the conference has generated. 'We are expecting a capacity house and
this augurs well for a substantial Australian
participation in this new and important
technology,' he said.

The councillors of Burgmann College were
very disappointed to learn a few weeks ago
that their much-appreciated Principal, the
Rev Dr Graeme Garett, felt he must relinquish his post, for personal reasons.
It is now necessary to seek a replacement,
either from within the Canberra academic
community or from further afield. The
College Council will be happy to consider
a full- or part-time appointment, male or
female, on conditions to be negotiated but
generally related to those applying to

University link with
3 new publications

Dymphna Clark is one of eight contributing
authors whose work is based on previously
untapped German sources and which covers
such subjects as von Humboldt, Johannes
Menge, the father of South Australian
mineralogy, and the Germans in Queensland.
Dymphna Clark's contribution deals with
Baron Karl von Huegel, an internationally
celebrated natural scientist who spent almost
a year (1833-84) travelling in Australasia
collecting specimens and observing colonial
life.
Mrs Clark, a specialist in Germanic
languages, had her postgraduate studies in
Germany cut short by the outbreak of World
War 11. The wife of historian Manning Clark

Soviet visitor

A visitor to the History of Ideas Unit is Dr
Yuri Vishnyakov, from Moscow State
The 1989 first aid officers training program University, the first exchange scholar from
(St John Ambulance first aid certificate the USSR to visit ANU since the lifting of
course) will run for 7 weeks beginning on the ban on such visits which followed the
8 February.
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Dr VishnyaFirst aid certificates are valid for only three kov is a reader in the history of Marxist
years. First aid officers who hold a certificate philosophy and is carrying out research in
dated 1986 or earlier will need to attend.
Marxist thought in Australia during his fourNew participants are also welcome, but month visit.
must defer to re-certification applicants if
more than 25 applications are received.
The lecturer will be Mr Andy McMurray,
of RSC. For further information, contact
Mrs A. Lamberts, OHS Unit.
Mr Steve Hunt will appreciate the opporSmall towns
tunity to sleep in when he hangs up his mop
A conference on small towns in northern at the end of the year. Mr Hunt has been
Australia is to be held in Darwin from 22 night cleaner in the Department of Forestry
to 24 February next year. Hosted by the for nearly 13 years.
North Australia Research Unit of the ANU,
Bruce Hall is losing two of its best-known
the conference will look at a broad range figures, housekeeper Mrs Pat King and
of issues including social structure, health business manager Mr Alan Horth. Mrs King,
who was formerly housekeeper at Burton and
Garran Hall, plans to return to Scotland to
see her large family. Mr Horth, who has been
at the University for nearly 12 years, is wellUniversity academic staff. It would be known across the campus for his skills as
particularly interested in persons holding a function organiser.
fractional full-time university appointments.
Mr Keith Robertson joined the University
A house, structurally separate from the
in 1962 and in 1975 was appointed admincollege, is provided.
istrative assistant in Buildings and Grounds,
Persons interested are invited to contact where he has worked ever since. Colleagues
the college (tel. (062) 479811) for an say Mr Robertson has made many friends
information paper. All other communications across the University during his 26 years and
should be addressed to The Secretary to the will be missed, in particular, by the accounts
Council, c/- Burgmann College Incorporated, branch card school.
GPO Box 1345, Canberra ACT 2601.
Applications will close on 31 January, 1989.
Two members of the Business Managers
Group in The Faculties, Mr Colin Ross and
Mr Stan Kraus, will have clocked up more
than 46 years' employment between them
when they leave. Mr Kraus joined the
Accounts section before moving to the BMG.
Mr Ross also began in the Accounts section.

First aid

Farewells . . .

Burgmann seeks new principal

Books, books, books
A former ANU lecturer and research
assistant, Dymphna Clark, is among the
authors of a new book. The German
Experience of Australia 1833-1938, published
by the Australian Association of von
Humboldt Fellows.
The book is a contribution to Australia's
bicentennial and an expression of gratitude
to the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
in Germany. It also marks the 150th
anniversary of the arrival in South Australia
of the first large group of Germans on this
continent.

care, tourism, community government and
Aboriginal development. For more information on the conference, telephone NARU on
(089) 275688.

and mother of six children, she has taught
German in several institutions and more
recently has translated into English a number
of works from German and other languages,
mainly on German New Guinea and the
Australian Aborigines.
TJie German Experience of Australia is
distributed by the AAvHF, c/- Professor P.
Schwerdtfeger, The Flinders University of
South Australia, SA 5042.

Territories
The authors of two books about Australia's
Indian Ocean territories, Christmas Island
and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, have
acknowledged the assistance of ANU postgraduate history student Mr John Hunt in
their recently published works.
Margaret Neale's book is an illustrated
collection of 27 oral histories of people who
lived on Christmas Island as far back as 1906.
She acknowledges Mr Hunt as 'a tireless and
scholarly researcher'.
Pauline Bunce's book was launched on
Monday 5 December at a Canberra function
hosted by Sir Richard Kingsland, of the
Bicentennial Authority, which funded publication. John is currently working on his MA
thesis about Cocos history and read the entire
text of the book for historical accuracy.

Prize-winning
author to be
lunch guest

University Literary Lunches will present
lunch with British prize-winning writer
Jan Mark in the Hall, University House,
on Wednesday 18 January from 12.30 to
2pm.
Twice winner of the British Library
Association Carnegie Medal, winner of
the Observer Teenage Fiction Prize and
the Penguin Guardian Award, Jan Mark
has also won the Angel Award with her
adult novel Zeno Was Here (April 1987).
The Times Education Supplement has
described the former teacher as 'brilliantly
good at catching the tones of voice of
today's young, and wickedly good at
catching those of our teachers'.
Jan Mark is a serious popular novelist
with an international reputation. When
she lectured recently in Canada, people
drove 300 miles to hear her speak.
Tickets are $14.50 (includes lunch,
juices, wine and coffee) and are available
from University Public Relations, GPO
Box 4, Canberra ACT 2601. Please make
cheques payable to the Australian National University and include address and
telephone number.

An office tea party was held recently to
farewell Mrs Patricia Searle, who has joined
her husband in retirement after almost 19
years at JCSMR. Mrs Searle worked as a
senior laboratory technician in the pharmacology group with Professor David Curtis,
studying the central nervous system of
mammals.
Mr Merv Stegemann has worked in both
Personnel and the Examinations Section
since joining the University nearly 22 years
ago. Most recently, he has been involved with
arranging undergraduate and post-graduate
examinations, and assisting with conferring
of degrees ceremonies.
Mr Jack Wasik retires from his position
as technical officer in the Department of
Geology, The Faculties, after 26 years at
ANU. He has been responsible for the
analytical chemistry laboratory, where he has
assisted students and staff by preparing
samples for analysis. He has worked on a
wide variety of rocks, including lunar
samples. He is a keen gardener and has
brightened up the department with a selection
of indoor plants.
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Farewells. . .
Mr Chris Acker came to ANU 18 years
ago as a fire systems technician, the first on
campus. Since his appointment as Fire and
Safety Officer in 1975, he has been responsible
for direction and supervision of the technicians who maintain the University's fireprotection systems.
Two cleaners who have clocked up 32 years
between them in RSPhysS have decided to
take early retirement. Mrs Zerica Babic
worked in the School for nearly 18 years and
Mrs Anna Vidovic for just over 14 years.
Mr John Beaton joined the University in
1963 as a boiler attendant, responsible for
the oil-fired boilers which heated ANU. After
the conversion to electric heating in 1982,
he transferred to the Works and Services
section as a plant-room attendant.
Mr Spiro Beverakis is looking forward to
returning to Greece for a holiday. A printing
machine operator, Mr Beverakis has worked
for the ANU Printing Service for the past
15 years.
Mrs Lena Burk, who leaves ANU after
20 years, will be busy looking after her
grandchildren until next May, when she and
her husband fly off for an overseas holiday.
Mrs Burk is a cleaner in the Department of
Chemistry, The Faculties.
Plumber Mr Bob Christie has worked at
JCSMR for more than 30 years. After
retiring, he will carry out house alterations
and step up a breeding program for his
collection of budgerigars, doves, chickens,
pheasants and canaries.

formed. He has been responsible for preparing
rock samples for analysis and has maintained
the School's vast collection of rock samples,
a job he has performed with great efficiency
and accuracy.
A touch of Scotland will leave the
University after the departure of Mr Les
Cumming. Mr Cumming has had a 20-year
association with ANU, working as a cashier,
pay clerk, associate secretary of the University
Union and accounts supervisor. He has
conducted weekly Scottish dancing classes in
the Arts Centre.
A man whose first-rate goulash has livened
up many Department of Forestry parties is
retiring after 28 years at ANU. Mr Frank
Darlington is a senior technical officer in the
department and has used his mathematical
talents to develop computer programs for
analysing soil and plant samples. An assistant
to Mr Darlington, Mrs Patricia NagyAbonyi, is also calling it a day. A laboratory
technician at the University since 1975, she
has prepared soil and plant samples for
analysis and has been a great help to many
PhD students.
Mr Tony Duffy, well known to sports
lovers throughout Canberra, will now have
plenty of time to devote to his 'other career'
as a sporting commentator with the ABC.
Mr Duffy left the University recently after
33 years' service in the animal breeding area
of JCSMR.

For the past 17 years, Mrs Maureen Faull
has worked 4am-to-midday cleaning shifts in
RSC, The Faculties and most recently as
leading hand in the Law School and Faculty
of Asian Studies. She plans to move to the
northern NSW coast, where she will continue
to develop her creative skills crafting leather.
A man described as an excellent technician
and a valuable asset to the Department of
Physics and ANU is about to retire. Mr John
French came to the University in 1964 as
a technical officer and worked for many years
with the shock tunnel. More recently, he
became the department's technical services
manager.
Mr Jo Golen has built a house at Malua
Bay, where he and his wife will live when
he retires soon from the University after 23
years' service. Mr Golen, an electrician, has
worked on new and old buildings across the
campus, as well as many of the University's
houses around Canberra.
Mr Gordon Jones has his caravan packed
and is ready to venture around Australia as
soon as he finishes at ANU at the end of
a 44-year career as a fitter and turner. He
has spent the past 20 years in the workshop
at RSPhysS, most recently as foreman.

Mr Rodney Cole retires after a distinguished career as an administrator in the
National Centre for Development Studies
and its predecessor, the Development Studies
Centre. He is known to hundreds of overseas
students who have graduated from the centre.
He has also contributed valuable research to
the Islands/Australia Research Project, for
which he was program director.
Mrs Miyoko Cordel has worked for nearly
22 years at ANU, the last five in the Asian
History Centre, Faculty of Asian Studies.
Mrs Cordel types Japanese documents for
the Faculty and assists the secretary of the
centre.
A man described as 'extraordinarily
conscientious' by his peers is leaving RSES
after 21 years. Mr Maurie Cowan, a technical
officer, began his career in the Department
of Geophysics and Geochemistry in
RSPhysS, and joined RSES when it was
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The head of the protein chemistry group,
JCSMR, Dr Hugh McKenzie, has had a long
and active career at the University. He was
one of the two founding members of the
Department of Biochemistry, JCSMR, the
other being the first head. Professor A.G.
Ogston. Dr McKenzie's main research
interests have been in the structure and
chemistry of secretory proteins, especially
those of blood, milk and tears, the structure
of water and the development of instruments
for studying proteins. He has served on many
boards and committees, where his commitment to the idea of the University as a
community of scholars and his frankly
expressed views have formed an effective and
colourful strand in the life of ANU. Dr
McKenzie has accepted an appointment in
the Chemistry Department, University of
New South Wales, from the beginning of
1989.

Research activities

Senior technical officer Mr Lewis James
has worked for nearly 27 years at JCSMR
in the area of amino acids analysis. He first
worked in the biological inorganic chemistry
unit and transferred to biochemistry when
the unit was disbanded. He has published
several papers on developing techniques for
amino acid analysis and plans to continue
writing after retiring.

Dr Hector Kinloch, a reader and lecturer
known to many students of history at ANU,
is gearing up for his next career — politics.
Dr Kinloch, a specialist in American history,
retires at the end of December after a 26year association with the University. He will
stand for a seat in the proposed ACT
government.
Dr Kinloch was Deputy Warden of Burton
Hall in 1966/67 and was Dean of Students
between 1982 and 1984, a position he has
held in an acting capacity several times since.

RSPhysS loses four senior staff

Miss Kaye Britcliffe (above) has flown out
of Australia to seek the delights of an English
Christmas. With nearly 26 years' service
behind her. Miss Britcliffe was the longestserving member of the Library's senior staff
Colleagues say her retirement leaves a gap
which will be very difficult to fill.

UNSW post

Four senior and long-standing members of
RSPhysS are retiring this year. Professor
Alan Runciman began his career at ANU
18 years ago as Professor in the Department
of Solid State Physics. His research has
centred on the optical spectroscopy of solids,
and investigating the properties of gemstones.
He moved to the Laser Physics Centre when
it was formed last year.
Dr Dick Marshall joined the School as
research engineer and worked with Emeritus
Professor Sir Mark Oliphant designing
brushes for the homopolar generator. Since
then he has played a central role in designing
and building rail guns. Over the last few years
he has worked at Lucas Heights on the
engineering aspects of a 1,000 megawatt
reactor. In October he was awarded a pin
commemorating 30 years' service to ANU.
Mr Colin Vance, a fellow in the Plasma
Research Laboratory, was recruited to the
School in 1963 by Sir Mark Oliphant to work
on thermonuclear research. His main work

was in the design of plasma apparatus, in
which he made extensive use of computer
techniques. Following the formation of the
Plasma Research Laboratory in 1977, he has
been largely responsible for implementing the
highly successful multi-user data acquisition
system. More recently, he has been an
enthusiastic member of the team designing
the new heliac system.
Mr Allen Campbell, senior technical
officer in the Plasma Research Laboratory,
joined the University in 1964. His interests
in hydraulics and servo-mechanisms, exemplified by the work he carried out on the
homopolar generator, led to his being
awarded a Churchill Fellowship to study
overseas in 1971. Later he worked on the
rail-gun project and designed two rigs for
basic plasma studies which remain in
constant use. More recently he has been
involved with the new heliac system. Colleagues say his wide knowledge of things
mechanical will be sorely missed.

Professor Donald Walker will maintain his
research activities when he retires from the
Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology (RSPacS). Professor Walker,
who has had a 28-year association with the
University, was appointed foundation professor and head of the Department in 1968
after beginning his career eight years earlier
in the then Department of Geography
(RSPacS). Since that time, he has played a
major role in establishing palynology (pollen
studies) in Australia and Papua New Guinea.

Bond appointment
Professor Ron Warrener is leaving to take
up a new position at Bond University. He
has been appointed foundation Professor in
Chemistry and Associate Dean in Molecular
Technology in the School of Science and
Technology. He will also be director of the
university's Centre for Forensic Science, part
of the associated research park.
Professor Warrener joined the Department
of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, in 1962.
He became head of the department in 1979.
Mrs Ralli Klima is retiring from the
Department of Biochemistry. Among her
many tasks, she has assisted with genetic
research on fruit flies. She has been a
laboratory technician at ANU for nearly 18
years.
Mr Rudi Krege, who retires this month,
has worked on all the accelerators developed
by RSPhysS since he joined the University
as an electronics technician 20 years ago. He
is described by colleagues as a very helpful
and enthusiastic member of the technical
team.

Farewells.
A man described by his colleagues as the
mainstay of the Department of Political
Science is retiring from the University after
almost 28 years. Dr Len Hume has established
an international reputation in the field of
political theory and has had a special interest
in the 19th century political philosopher
Jeremy Bentham. Dr Hume has had two
lengthy periods as head of the Department
and his decision to take early retirement has
been described as a tremendous loss.

Greek philosophy, a subject he will teach
part-time at Melbourne University when he
leaves ANU at the end of this year.

lay down his pen. Colleagues say he has many
interests outside the University and will
continue his involvement with the Italian
community.

Dr Don Laycock came to ANU as a
research fellow in the now disbanded
Department of Anthropology and Sociology
(RSPacS), and later became a fellow and
senior fellow in the School's Department of
Linguistics. He is an expert in the Papua New
Guinean languages and is also recognised for
his knowledge of pidgin and Creole.
Dr Alan Barnard (above) is retiring from
academic life after 31 years at ANU. A
professorial fellow and Head of the Department of Economic History, RSSS, he was
the first PhD graduate from the Department
which he now heads and is well-known for
his research into the history of the Australian
pastoral industry. More recently, he has
tackled the problems of government and
society, and has compiled a computer
database of all federal, state and local budgets
between 1900 and 1975. Dr Barnard has also
held many administrative positions within the
School and University.

Mr Kym Lycos, a senior lecturer in the
Department of Philosophy, The Faculties,
has been described as a refreshing influence
for his determination to look outside the
conventional boundaries set by the Anglo/
American philosophical tradition. Mr Lycos
has taught in many areas of philosophy and
is one of the country's experts in ancient

Mr Bill Orr will divide his time between
Canberra and the South Coast when he leaves
RSC. He joined ANU as an instrument
maker in 1966 and for the past eight years
has been senior technical officer in charge
of the mechanical and instrument workshop,
RSC.

Although taking early retirement at the end
of this year, Dr Howard Bradbury will
continue his research in the field of chemistry.
Dr Bradbury, a reader in the Department
of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, has been
a member of the University community for
almost 28 years. His special area of interest
has been biophysical chemistry and, more
recently, nutrition, about which he has just
co-written a book looking at the diet of the
people of Papua New Guinea and surrounding islands.
Dr William Gladstones is leaving the
Department of Psychology, The Faculties,
after almost 26 years. During that time, his
research has centred on human performance
in the workplace and how people maintain
concentration. He has been a long-standing
sub-dean in the Faculty of Science and has
been very active in trying to establish a
register of psychologists in the ACT.

Cont. from Page 8
Inorganic Chemistry RSC sem,
Dr Geoff Salem — Stereoselective synthesis and reactions of
coordinated secondary arsines
and phosphines, 11am, rm 134,
RSC.
Australia-Japan
Research
Centre sem, Mr M. Sakamoto
(Japanese Ministry of Finance)
— Recent changes in the
Australian financial market,
I2.30-2pm, sem rm 4, Crawford
bldg.
Thursday 15 December
Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre RSPacS sem, Mr Matthew Allen — Some conclusions
on the development of British
military helicopters during the
last twenty years, 1 lam, sem rm
A, Coombs.
Political Science RSSS sem, Mr
Francis G. Castles & Dr Steve
Dowrick — Government spending and medium-term economic
growth, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.
Monday 9 January to
Friday 27 January 1989
RSPhysS second annual summer
school, Condensed matter physics (for postgraduate students of

Mr David Eraser, personal assistant to the
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, will have completed
nearly 15 years at the University by the time
he starts early retirement later this month.
He began his career at ANU as a graduate
assistant in the Deputy Vice-Chancellor's
office following an earlier career in banking,
mostly in Asia, and in the Army Education
Corps. His diverse responsibilities have
included looking after official visitors,
research grant proposals, and liaison with the
Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee.

University Public Relations will be sad to
say goodbye to Mrs Betty Bohmer, receptionist for the last six of her 24 years with
the University. Betty and her Cairn terrier,
Bobby, will head south to Blairgowrie, on
Victoria's Mornington Peninsula, and a new
seaside home where Betty will devote herself
to theatrical production.

Australian universities and for
research workers interested in
condensed matter physics and
materials science), contact Dr J.
Mahanty x2952.
Thursday 9 February 1989
Philosophy RSSS sem, Robert
Dunn (Wollongong) — Reasons,
attitudes and the breakdown of
reasons, 2pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.
Thursday 16 February 1989
Philosophy RSSS sem, Robert
Dunn — Reasons, factives and
possibilitives, 2pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.

Awards
Details on the following scholarships and awards may be obtained from the Graduate Students Section located on the
ground floor of the Chancelry
Annex.
Wheat Research Council Junior
Research Fellowships. For postgraduates who are permanent
Australian residents for postgraduate training to PhD level.
Closing date 9 December 1988.

Cambridge Australia Scholarships. University of Cambridge
for post-graduate study in Law.
Closing date 15 December 1988.
Coles Myer Cambridge Scholarship for Australia. For a course
of research leading to the degree
of PhD in a subject deemed
relevant to Australia's needs.
Closing date 15 December 1988.
Netherlands Government Scholarships 1989-90. For graduate
study in the fields of music or
art. Closing date 16 December
1988.
Zonta Amelia Earhart Fellowship Awards. For women for
graduate study in aerospacerelated science and engineering.
Closing date 31 December 1988.
CSIRO Institute of Natural
Resources and Environment
Postgraduate Project Awards.
Postgraduate research in the
areas of Atmospheric Research,
Environmental Mechanics, Fisheries, Oceanography, Water
Resources, or Wildlife Ecology.
Closing date 31 December 1988.
A.J. Parker Postgraduate Research Fellowships. For research
towards PhD relating to zinc
bromine battery project. Murdoch University.
Oilseeds Research Council Fel-

Mrs Ester Oszko, a laboratory technician
in the Department of Biochemistry, will be
sorely missed by the many scientists and
students she has assisted in the molecular
virology laboratory. According to the Head
of the department, Dr M.J. Weidemann, over
the years Mrs Oszko has become a key figure
in the laboratory, which she has maintained
with competence and efficiency.
Mr Lio Pancino, a cartographer, joined
the former Department of Geography,
RSPacS, nearly 28 years ago. Now a member
of the Cartography Unit, attached to RSSS
and RSPacS, Mr Pancino is about to finally

lowships 1989. For Postgraduate
research towards PhD in the
fields of Crop Improvement,
Crop Production, Crop Protection, Farm Systems Management, Storage, Handling and
Transport, Product Research
and Marketing or Communications and Training. Closing date
31 December 1988.

Mrs Jo Stoffell (above), head of the Official
Publications Unit, retired last month after
almost 28 years. She began in 1961 as a typist
in the then Department of Oriental Studies
on the princely sum of £800 a year. Her talents
as an editor were recognised when she was
asked to help put together a faculty handbook, and from 1969 she moved officially
into the area of publications.
Mrs Patricia Pyne will step up her interests
in gardening and hockey when she says
goodbye to the Department of Demography,
RSSS. She has been a research assistant in
the department since 1968, working mainly
in the area of international migration to
Australia and the ethnicity of our population.
Mrs Tessa Raath will visit relatives in
South Africa when she retires from her
position as laboratory technician in the
Faculty of Science. Colleagues say that for
the past 20 years, Mrs Raath has been an
indispensable support to students and staff
in the Botany Department.
The Library will lose a valued employee
with the retirement of Mr Agit Ray. Mr Ray
is credited with developing from scratch the
finest university collection of South Asian
material in the country. Colleagues say he
managed this virtually single-handedly,
selecting, ordering, cataloguing and servicing
the collection himself The collection now
amounts to some 40,000 volumes.

Haarlem E. West Scholarship.
Tenable at Imperial College of
Science, Technology and Medicine. Partial scholarship for
postgraduate study and research
in Mineral Production Management. Closing date 30 June 1989.
St John's College Cambridge
Research Scholarships, 1989.
For postgraduate research in any
Australian Federation of Uni- field. Closing date 1 March 1989.
versity Women — Victoria. Amy Details on the following scholarR. Hughes Scholarship. Closing ships and awards may be obdate 13 February 1989.
tained from the Careers and
Jerusalem Scholarship. The Appointments Section located
British School of Archaeology in on the ground floor of the
Jerusalem. Closing date 1 Chancelry Annex.
February 1989.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Royal School of Mines RTZ Authority. For graduates for
Bursaries. Research advanced supplementary support for recourses in field connected with search relevant to planning and
mining and minerals. Closing management of the Great Barrier
date 15 March 1989.
Reef Closing date 19 December
James Cape I Bursary. Tenable at 1988.
the Imperial College of Science,
University of Melbourne. David
Technology and Medicine for
Syme Research Prize 1989.
postgraduate study and research. Awarded for the most disClosing date 30 June 1988.
tinguished contribution to BiWilliam Selkirk Scholarship. ology, Chemistry, Geology or
Imperial College of Science Physics during the preceding two
Technology and Medicine. Par- years of the year of determitial scholarship for postgraduate nation. Closing date 1 March
study or research in the Depart- 1989.
ment of Mineral Resources The Grimwade Prize in IndusEngineering. Closing date 30 trial Chemis$ry. University of
June 1989.
Melbourne. For undergraduates

or graduates of the University of
Melbourne or other tertiary
institutions. Closing date 1
March 1989.
Graduate Assistantship Competition for Graduate Study in the
United States. Illinois State
University. Closing date 1 March
1989.
Indonesian Government Scholarships — 1990. For one year
non-degree program at tertiary
level in Indonesian language and
literature, regional language and
literature (Javanese or Sudanese)
or Indonesian music and dance.
Closing date 24 March 1989.
The Australian Meat and Livestock Research and Development Corporation conference
funds 1989/90, closing end of
January 1989. Contact Mr D.H.
Eraser, x3692.
Pig Research Council pig meat
quality research, closing date
extended to Friday 20 January
1989. Contact Mr D.H. Eraser,
X3692.

Hire a Student
All types of Casual and Part-time
work wanted, e.g.:
• GARDENING • CLEANING • CHILD
CARE • TUTORING • PARTY HELP • ETC •
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates

ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
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will sell for

Classified
Advertisements are restricted to
staff and students of the University and members of Convocation and to 20 words each.
Normally, only one advertisement per person can be accepted
for each issue. Typed advertisements should be sent or delivered
to ANU Reporter, University
Public Relations. The envelope
should be marked 'Advertisement'. No advertisements can be
accepted over the telephone. The
closing date for next issue is 5
pm Wednesday, 15 February
1989, Inquiries, x2229.
For Sale
Honda Civic SW April 83, one
owner, log book, $8,700 ono.
Urgent; x0700/516629.
Bicycle, men's, large frame, 12
speed, light weight; x4303/
480486.
House, Braddon, heritage area,
near Civic & ANU, dble/br, 3
b/r, 60 yo, new kit., solar h/w,
gas heat & cook + 23m2 workshop, sep. flat, carport, seclud.
garden, $175,000 neg; x4796/
2233/486002 ah. No agents.
Computer printer, Okimate 20,
latest model, barely used, prints
colour, suits IBM, Amiga, etc.
$350; 412841.
Long fleece, jet black and white,
suitable for spinning; Rachel
573041.
Table, oval, walnut, seats 6, as
new, $100; 975004 (h).
Stereo cassette, with equ., $100;
National microwave, $300; Olympus OMIO, 50mm lens, $320; 28105 zoom; large suitcase, $15; fan
heater, $15; B'scale, $9; all ex.
cond. ono; Palitha x3643.
Lounge suite, 4 pee pine, $180;
pine dinner table + 8 pine &
leather chairs, $450; Meopta
b&w enlarger, 24x36 to 6x9 with
timer and accessories, $350;
812410.
Child's bicycle seat, orange, suit
1-5 yrs; one child's bicycle helmet
"Bell", recommended for 1-5 yr
old, both items $50; 811118 (ah).
Bicycle, BMX boys 20", like
new, $70; 812002.
Vacuum cleaner, oil heater, air
conditioner, folding cot-playpen,
curtains, iron, swing set, fountain
water pump, wireless intercom,
powertool, etc. Saturday, Dec.
10, 1 Matcham PL, Kambah.
961727.
Charade, CX, 83, 4 door, 5 spd,
11 months rego, ex cond, $7,200;
812387.
Bicycle, ladies Oxford 3 spd,
needs minor work, $50 ono;
812387.
Bedspread, wool, double, new,
fringed, Afghan squares, crocheted, predom. green, $150
ono; 411041.
Camera, Yashica FR-I, 1:1.7,
Auto: 4-1/1,000; Man.: 1-1/
1,000, with case, UV filter hood
& flash, $350; Hong x4008/
811875 (ah).
Camera, Minolta SRTlOl, f55,
1:1.7,1-1/1,000, vgc, with leather
case, $180; 811875 (ah).
Datsun, 120Y, 78 model, rego
1 1 / 8 9 , 4 new tyres, good condition, $ 2 , 7 0 0 . Must sell; Madeleine X 0 1 6 8 / 9 5 0 4 3 6 .
Datsun, 200B, 78, vgc, $3,100;
garage sale: camera, Olympus
OMIO, $290, Minoltaautofocus,
$140, guitar, $28, Gyro air fan,
$50, bookshelves (2), $20, lots
more; 493509 (Richard), 479295
(home).
Unit, Cur tin, spacious 2 bed, Ige
lounge, sep kitchen, carport,
near bus and shops, $74,500;
815394.

$495

ono; Barry

X4257.

Aboriginal bark paintings, good
quality traditional paintings
from north and north west, reas.
prices; 953694.
Desk and assorted items in spare
room; 885129 (h), 492607 (w).
Honda Civic, S/W, 5 spd, 1983,
ex cond, $8,700 ono; x265I/
516629.
Hi-Fi, Carver C2 pre-amp,
M400K, 210 watts per channel,
power amplifier and N.A.D.
4150 tuner, $1,500 ono; Barry
X4257.
Dress, white, all lace with pearls
on bodice, slim fitting with
puffed sleeves; x2955/547458
(ah).
Cortina, 1980 auto, 130,000 kms,
exc cond, $4,500 ono, 2nd owner
going abroad; 824527.
Hornby trains, inter city high
speed train pack, $75; Hymek
Diesel Loco, $40; Diesel shunter,
$35; operating mail coach, $25;
rolling stock, $8-$25; x3764/
477281.
Colour TV, PhiUips 16", $ 2 5 0 ;
heater, $12; kettle, $8; Kambrook Multipot, rice cooker,
iron, Skinny's boots and gloves,
all $20; X3702.

Narooma, block of land with
views, $25,000, finance available;
X4647/888788(ah).

Computer, genuine IBM PC,
576K, 1 single, 1 double sided
drive, monochrome graphics
monitor, Epson printer, some
software, vgc, $600 ono; Mazda
Capella, 1973, $1,000 ono;
X2930/5139/572207.
Apple Peripherals, lie ext DD,
$ 2 5 0 ; lie Mouse, $ 1 0 0 ; 3.5"drive
contr (Ile/IIGS), $100; Z-80
card, $85; Pye Stereo Walkman,
$70; DC power converter, $30;
X2355/813836.

Oak furniture, beautiful reconditioned old table, six chairs and
matching sideboard, all reasonable offers considered; 545988.
Open shelves, $40; small sideboard, $40; school desk, $20;
Diana x3815.
Toyota Corona, 71, SE sedan,
4 mths rego, goes well, $ 9 0 0 ;
Simpson Minimax lOS dryer,
$40; X3873/953626.

Stereo radio cassette, AKAI, 3D
speaker, 5 band graphic equaliser, $140 ono; sleeping bags.
Huntsman, -15°c, as new, $120;
warm weather, $15; Lilian
X 3 7 3 3 / 4 9 2 0 5 1 (h).

JVC video camera & accessories,
$1800 ono; infant's wooden
cradle, $60; refrigerator, $220; 2seater pine lounge, $50; x2455/
975841 (h).
Birds, bourkes, elegants, cockatiels, canaries; Anne x3151/
545030 (ah).
Baby gear, cot/mattress, $80;
pram/stroller, $40; high chair,
$25; Cyclops tricycle (for 2-A yr
old), all good cond; Paula x3I48/
951402 (ah).
Camera, Chinon auto-focus,
latest model from Japan, used
only 3 mths, $220 ono; x4672.
Mazda, 1300, 1971 model, one
owner, well maintained, good
tyres, reg to Oct. 89, $1,500;
582252.
WP System, Sanyo 550, 360K
& 720K drivers + monitor,
electronic typewriter/printer,
Wordstar, Calcstar, English &
international daisywheels, manuals & disks, $1,500 ono; x2049/
574046.
Piano, Knight, compact and
elegant in good condition,
$1,700; X4792/581981 (ah).

Datsun, 180B sedan, manual,
1977, rego March 1989, $2,800
ono; X3054/851189 (ah).

^ Wet suit, barefoot, fully padded,
size SM, exc cond, $100; x2545/
489301 (ah).

Framed Miro Print; polaroid
camera, hairdryer, esky, bedsettee, toys 0-3 year old, best
offers; x3054/851189 (ah).

Tent, Ige family size "Primus"
continental, inc enc sunroom, a§
new, replacement value $900,

Tuross Head, block of land, 75ft
frontage, nr beach, shops, superb
site, $ 3 3 , 0 0 0 ; 5 1 3 0 5 f .
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Vacuum cleaner, lightweight
Hoover upright, v.g.c.; 513035.
Campaign chairs, (2), $55 ea;
pair stackable pine single bed
frames, $80; vinyl swivel armchair, $25; 2-drawer filing cab,
$90; IKEA shelves & more;
474120 (ah).
Refrigerator, 180 1, works well,
very quiet, $100; 823257.
Gas cooker, 2 burner plus 9 kg
bottle, suit coast house, $100, 2
lounge chairs, old style, $45 and
$15; Ron x2350/4752I3 (ah).
Driza-bone, full length waterproof coat, exc cond, size L, $90;
2 person tent, $20; Toyota
Corolla, 1972, accident damaged,
otherwise g.c., $800 ono; 472863
(ah).
Typewriter, TEC Model TW
1450m, 131/2" carriage, 6 months
old, 2 daisy wheels, memory of
7000 words; X0156/865712.
Datsun, 180B, SSS 76/77, exc
cond, as new in and out, 8 mths
rego, low kms, recent service,
$3,200 ono; x2562.
Bike, Apollo, 12 spd, vgc, IT
wheels, 23" frame, French alloy
rims, quick release wheel. Suntour gears, lights, m/guards and
security chain, $200; Steve
490255.
Electronic keyboard! organ, perfect cond, $250; cane blinds,
180cm X 150cm, $15 ea; bamboo
curtains, door size 2 at $15 ea,
offers considered on all items;
Patricia 494614 (bh), 544274
(ah).
Bike, boys BMX, $140; washing
machine and dryer, Hitachi,
$800; double bed with mattress,
$100; exercise bike, $50; folding
table, $25; ironing board, $10;
822767.
Baby items, pram, Steelcraft 3
in 1, $60; high chair, s.c., $50;
portable cot, $40; carry basket,
$12; Keith x2875/415820 (ah).
Lounge, post and rail style, tan
corduroy 1x2, 2x1, $180 ono;
Keith X 2 8 7 5 / 4 1 5 8 2 0 (ah).
Garage sale, sofa bed, $ 5 5 0 ; kids
bikes, $50; cane chaise lounge,
$50; canvas kayak, $125; 12"
speaker in solid refl/cabinet,
$50; antique pot belly, $30;
assorted sliding doors, etc.;
X4796/2233/486002 (ah).

Leather jacket, black, as new,
men's size 36, $250 ono; x4608/
810148.
Mitsubishi Sigma, GL sedan, 85,
GN series, auto, air, 4 7 , 0 0 0 kms,
exc cond, $ 1 0 , 3 0 0 ; Bikes, lady's
10 spd, $100, man's 12 spd, $60,
boy's 10 spd (21" suit 9-12 yrs),
$ 9 0 ; girl's ( 1 6 " suit 6 - 1 0 ) , $ 4 0 ;
X3757/571764.

VWj Kombij Campervan, 1965,
not running or reg, collector's
piece, pale wooden and laminex
origin^ interior, low mileage,
offers; 642627/472014 (w).
Commodore 64 + games, $250;
H / W tank, 150 It, $50; new
cream carpet, 3.89 x 2.98, $100;
x i m i m e i e (h).
Violin, Daffydd Llewellyn, exc
cond, $2,500; x4566/917410
(ah).
Guitars, exc cond, Yamaha
classical G-235 with hard case,
$220; Sigma (Martin) 12 string
with hard case, $270; David
472163.
Trombone, Yamaha, $200; Hisa
493315.
House, Giralang, quiet, comfortable, 3 bed, well maintained, 1
bus to city, pleasant gardent and
outlook, $98,000; 415293 (ah).
Barbeque, solid plate, 30"xl8",
timber surround, $95.00; Breville
travelling iron, $20; variety hifi equip, speakers, etc; Peugeot/
Triumph seats; x2144/318815.
Typewriter, electric, Scripter
ET-120, never used with supply
of ribbons and correction tapes,
$200; X3172/496652 (ah).

Elec. Heaters, thermostat, oil,
$100; Quasar with timer/clock,
$240; radiator, $20; TV, BW,
large screen, $50; colour — needs
attn, $30; 10 yr old Ginko

bonsai, $100 ono; house plants;
blankets/quilts, baby items —
some new, lamps, reas price;
472137.
Freezer, chest 250 as new condition, $300; pine single beds,
slatted base, needs fixing, $20;
one good cond, $60; x4088/
823829.
Ufe jackets, (2) Taft, med. size
22040kg, hardly used, $40 ea
ono; 543756 (ah).
NZ Stamp Collection, large;
Stephen x3575.
Lancia Beta 2000 sedan, 4-door,
1978/79, full year's rego, air con,
2 year parts warranty, v.g.
condition, $7,500; 415229 — Liz.
Accommodation Available
Room, own kitchen and bathroom from 23 Dec to 17 Feb
1989; $54.50 pw; Graduate
House (Room 510), Sue x4584
o r a h X3337.

Bedsitter, s/c ff in O'Connor,
available from late Dec to late
March, $50 pw; 477985 (ah).
Batehaven, 2 bedroom holiday
house with ocean views, available
Dec/Jan, suit family of 4 , $ 4 0 0
pw; X3632/816641 (ah).

Large room, suit couple, mudbrick house on 100 acres bushland overlooking Lake George,
forty minutes from Civic; x3711 /
381492.
O'Connor, unfurnished 3 bedroom house, $130 pw; 823969
(bh).

Macintosh word
x3677 or 4658.

processor;

Administrative assistant, Norwich College of Higher Education (UK) seeks exchange with
ANU departmental secretary for
3-12 months; x2728.
Answering machine, preferably
with call monitoring facility;
863633.
Donations or large, transportable bird cages, avaries, chicken
pens, boxes, suitable for housing
sick and injured wildlife. Wildlife
Foundation ACT (Inc.) 511784.
Caravan, for teenager with limited budget to renovate. Rego
not required, basic facilities only,
3-5 berth, pref with bunks;
863633.
Microscope,
student's
similar standard; 487126.
Bassinet! cradle, cot —
baby equipment and
clothes in reasonable
715754 (bh)/498815(ah).

other
baby
cond;

IBM-type personal computer,
double disk drive, colour monitor, printer, software and manuals; X 3 8 7 2 / 4 8 6 0 8 3 .
Brush fencing, several panels x
2m, coppers logs, badminton
net; x3872/486083.
Tutor, required for year 12
physics in 1989 on casual basis,
Lyons area; 810228.
Compilers & Development tools
with manuals for the Macintosh;
416143.
Garage space needed to store car
from Jan-July 89, Car will be
covered and on blocks. Can pay
$ 6 0 / m o n t h . Steve x3029/
472253.

Fisher, room in ff townhouse,
car accom, non-smoker pref,
available 17 Dec, $75 pw + exs;
Trish 880585 (7.30-8.30am).

Secretarial

Cook, architect designed 4/3 br,
study, fam rm, ens, spa, fum, no
lawn, 1 yr lease from 23lfDec;
x2651/0700.
Higgins, house, female Chinese
wanted, Cantonese speaking
preferred, not essential, $30 pw;
Lu 540056 (h)/548449 (w).
House, 3 br, short term rental,
all appliances, linen, crockery,
phone, attractive garden, $300
pw; 475377/498883 (ah).
Griffith, group house, would suit
postgrad or person 24+, semivego, $45 pw or $42 pw for
student or non full-time employed.
Mollymook, 3 br house with
great views, avail 19 Dec-6 Jan,
$400 pw; X 2 5 1 3 / 8 1 5 8 9 7 .
Kaleen, large house, 4 br, ens,
fireplace, low maint garden,
close CCAE & Civic, avail July
89-Jan 90; x2539/0403/417946
(ah).
O'Connor, unit 1 br, handy to
shops and Uni, available late
Dec or early Jan, $100 pw;
x2953/572536.
House, Lyneham, quiet, tidy
non-smoker to share u/f 3 br
home, rent neg, avail Dec 16;
Peter x2973/811593.
Accommodation Wanted
House, close to ANU, 2-3 br,
from Jan 9 for 12 mths, up to
$150 pw; X2420/516690 (ah).

House with piano, to mind/
share from 23/1/ 89. Desperately
want to learn piano, refs supplied; Mark X 2 0 5 3 / 4 9 1 1 5 1 (h).
Flat or house, for visiting
Canadian academic couple, Jan
25 to Mar 10, 1989; Rod 465235
(w).
Wanted
To buy, a half or two-thirds
share of house with separate
facilities, inner city; 573041.
Research assistant, part time,
short-term, must be able to use

Wednesday 18 January 1989
University Literary Lunch —
Lunch with Jan Mark (twice
winner of the British Library
Association Carnegie Medal and
winner of the Angel Award with
her adult novel Zeno was Here)
12.30-2pm, Hall of University
House. Tickets $14.50 (includes
lunch, juices, wine, coffee) from
University Public Relations,
ANU, GPO Box 4, Canberra
ACT 2601. Inquiries x4144.

or of

Cook, 3/4 br f u m house, ens,
spa, elec heating, one year lease
from Dec, groups OK; 470700/
516629.

O'Connor, 1 bed ff flat, s.c., avail
immediately, $80 pw; 487126.
O'Connor, room, 10 min walk
to ANU, $45 pw. Must be happy
to live with Gough over mantlepiece; 572944 (h).

ices'. Directed by Michael Noone
— concert will include Spanish
pieces, Missa della batalla escoutez. El Fuego, 4pm, School of
Music, all welcome, inquiries
467811,492003.

Wordprocessing by professional
typist/ANU graduate, $2 per A4
double-spaced page; x2615/
491860 (ah).
Typing on golfball typewriter —
fast and accurate; 814907
(Lyons).
Wordprocessing, essays, theses,
etc. Pick up and deliver on
campus. Competitive rates and
fast turnaround; x2137/275748
(h).
Wordprocessing
for reports,
essays, theses, etc. Printed copy
or disk. IBM compatible, MS/
Word & Wordstar; 544233.
Wordprocessing,
professional
on campus (IBM Microsoft
Word, Applelaser), competitive
rates; x2274/480126 (ah).
Wordprocessing,
professional
service (ANU grad), essays,
reports, CVs, theses, tape transcriptions, free pick-up and del,
competitive rates, refs avail;
Cynthia 886662.
Typing, theses, essays, etc, private typing of correspondence,
pick-up and deliver on campus,
reasonable rates; x0156/865712
(h).
Miscellaneous
Wanniassa, carpool. Is anyone
living in Wanniassa interested in
sharing travel to ANU? Allen
X4373/313099.

'Singular' professionals social
group, enquiries Maureen
587968 (ah).
Kitten, free to good home,
female, housetrained, very affectionate; x m i j A ^ m y

Arts and
Entertainment
Entries for the first issue in 1989
close at 5pm on Wednesday 15
February and will be for the
period Monday 27 February to
17 March inclusive. Each notice
should be typed on a separate
piece of paper. Publication is
restricted to events on campus
only.
Sunday 18 December
Canberra School of Music
Chamber Choir 'Christmas Vo-

Academic
Diary
Diary entries for the first issue
in 1989 close at 5pm on Wednesday 15 February and will be
for the period Monday 27
February to 17 March inclusive.
Please assist us by submitting
ALL diary entries on forms
available from University Public
Relations, x2229.
Monday 12 December
Faculty of Science information
afternoon. Information/meeting
for teachers of years 11/12 and
careers teachers, 1.30-4pm, Physics LT, contact Caroline Gill
X4726/3887.

Australia-Japan
Research
Centre sem, Mr Akira Kawaguchi — An empirical model of
family labour supply, 12.302pm, sem rm 4, Craiiford bldg.
ANUjCSIRO
Biology sem, Dr
Peter Schofield (Pac Bio Sydney)
— Molecular biology of the
GAB A receptor, 1pm, sem rm
1, JCSMR.
ANUjCSIRO
biology sem, Dr
P.C.L. John (Plant Cell Biology
Group) — Plant cell division
control proteins, 3.45pm, sem
rm, RSBS.
Tuesday 13 December
ANU Supercomputer
Facility
First Australian National Supercomputer 3-day conference. The
supercomputing society, Huxley
LT, contact Dr D. Faulkner,
X3437/4154.

Political
& Social
Change
RSPacS
2-day
conference.
Foreign policy developments in
the Pacific: Melanesian perspectives, 9am-3pm, sem rm A,
Coombs, contact Dr R.J. May,
X4452/4790.

Graduate Program in Public
Policy conference.
Teaching
public policy, 9am to 4.15pm,
Crawford bldg, contact Ms
Rosemarie Gill, x4119/3295.
Economics RSPacS sem, Dr
Rod Falvey & Dr Norman
Gemmell — Explaining service
price differences in international
comparisons, 2pm, sem rm B,
Coombs.
Demography RSSS sem, Mr
Quanhe Yang — Age at first
marriage and fertility: the case
of Anhui Province, China,
3.30pm, sem rm A, Coombs.
Political Science RSSS sem, Dr
Janina Frentzel-Zagorska & Dr
Jedrzej Krakowski — Reform in
Poland: two views, 4pm, sem rm
D, Coombs.
Public Lecture, Dr Larry Smarr
(Director, National Center for
Supercomputer Applications,
Uni of Illinois) — The supercomputing society, 8pm, Huxley LT.
All welcome. Inquiries x4144.
Wednesday 14 December
Political
& Social
Change
RSPacS Conference, Sponsors:
Dept of Political & Social
Change, Foreign policies in the
Pacific — Melanesian perspectives, 9am-5pm, sem rm A,
Coombs.
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